
4.1 simply signifies that all known sources of historic beginnings have all along carried out 
the Yoga of Work. I.e Sun, first known human ancestor, first known king etc. 

4.2 historically only people of affluence could afford to do philosophy ... aligns with 
philosophers of Europe who were very rich. this says even kings followed this yoga hence 
the society flourished. king practices, his subjects follow him as a role model. 

signals the decline of work for others welfare with detachment 

4.5 again going by the Krishna interpretation to mean inner self ever present, voice of 
reason etc. this presence is always present in all states and by that analogy was always 
present in every matter & energy transformations. Arjuna You don't 'know' / lack of 
knowing is ignorance. ignorance deludes real state. 

4.6 the internal Lord... I.e. the one that governs mano buddhi ahankara... gets into the 
physical form made of matter by the rules of creation. 

4.7 /8 this can be seen as the uprising / revolution that results whenever the oppression is 
rampant. the dharma of a human being is to be free, unbounded etc. and whenever unjust 
forces take power the conscience of a large population takes life. 

aatma - is the universal thing that connects all living beings. the common denominator that 
is one. not many. one people. perhaps? 

4.9 when one is able to know the purpose of one's birth and action.... I.e. to work with 
detachment and know that the body is not self and the goal is to remove the ignorance of 
identity, then one attains liberation. 

4.10 very tactical approach 

get rid of attachment, anger and fear by staying if the I'ness. those that remain in the 
moment with knowledge of illusion, or always stay aware of the illusion, those attain 
Krishna state. 

4.11 once a desire is rooted in mind, it has to either be accomplished or through painful 
means the desire should die. For both of these one needs inner strength and that Krishna 
represented by inner self helps. it is unbiased to desires. it just delivers what's desired. 

natural course of evolution favors such desire fulfilment such as food, sex, sensual pleasure 
and pain avoidance. in the long run these desires cannot ever be accomplished. senses are 
like fire. it consumes everything and still needs more. 

one can take a path of dissolving desires. even for that inner Krishna helps. 



4.12 through work, any desire can be accomplished quickly. 

4.13 3 gunas to suit Karma / job requirements. 

scholars/ teachers - satva 

warriors - rajas + satva 

traders - rajas + tamas 

blue collar work - tamas. 

gunas are nature driven I.e. I am the author / kartha - prakruthi 

I am changeless and nondoer also. I think this means that at the core the Krishna 
consciousness I.e. I'ness is changeless and ever present and is beyond any actions. at the 
body mind level / prakruthi level, gunas are created by nature. 

4.14 the Krishna consciousness or the observer is not impacted by actions. it's the body 
mind ego identity thats impacted by actions. the observer is just ever present and is the one 
that powers everything. 

4.15 self is beyond any desire or fruit of action. it's just present ... if one stays in this oneness 
I.e Krishna consciousness, then one attains freedom / liberation. 

4.16 here again its said knowledge frees one from evil. knowledge of action and inaction. 

4.17 

three types of action 

1. karma / work 
2. vikarma / forbidden work 
3. akarma / inaction 

the way karma operates is deep. perhaps this is akin to butterfly effect. the interconnected 
universe concept. 

4.18 

when I am the doer sense is overcome, then action becomes inaction for the perceiver / 
observer. the pottery piece made is just as a means through me. 



however when in meditation I.e. inaction, there is lot of action I.e. the awareness state of the 
observer is in action. 

pashya - seeing. the focus is on the seer or the observer. 

when action is driven by desire, then the actor is involved. when it's desireless action I.e. 
yagna mindset, the the actor is just a means. 

4.19 

again the focus is on desire driven action. only knowledge can burn desire and any action 
done without desire is yagna 

rolex watch example... desire burnt through knowledge. 

same desire for material / sensual objects burnt through param knowledge. 

knowledge of self I.e. Krishna consciousness burns all desires instantly... when it's realized 
that the perceiver is not the sensual feeling and desire driven action brings forth only 
suffering, then it helps burn actions driven by desires. 

4.20 

desire less action is the focus. 

in my pottery fountain thinking, 

perhaps, nature / prakruthi is seeding the thoughts and forming images... I am just a 
nimitta matra... the clay, fire and water comes together as prakruthi wishes... there is no I or 
maker of the fountain... just the joy of being with the prakruthi. 

though I am the doer, I am not the doer. at best I am the means and the observer. 

4.21 the desire less state to be achieved is that of Chitta and Aatma. Indriya is not the 
focus... by prakruthi they are always in action and attach on to sensual objects. Jnana agni 
can only burn desires in buddhi. and over time, it will cleanse chitta and aatma of desires. 

4.22 this talks about envy in addition to be free of dwandwa. 

4.23 freedom from the past, mind centered in knowledge and performing work through 
yagna mindset. for him ego centered action dissolves. 

4.24 



brahma - is the underlying sense of self (aham brahmasmi, ayam atma brahma) that is 
common in everything around us (sarvam khalvidam brahma). the sense of oneness one 
feels with the world is brahma (prajnanam brahma). brahma cannot be reached physically 
(athotha brahma jigyasa). 

this verse is more in the sense of physics the underlying reality of everything around us. 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division of anything with anything results in the same 
reality I.e. brahma. 

think about a company. it is formed by people, for the benefit of people, what comes out of it 
is consumed by people and when it dissolves it goes back to people. 

4.25 yagna mindset 1. social service for material things I.e. deva. da to give 2) yagna of the 
self I.e. dissolving self into the universal self. similar to how ramakrishna paramahamsa felt 
oneness with everything around him and also the pain of the universe. 

4.26 

yagna of the senses - through control of the senses. given senses get attracted to sense 
objects the focus is controlling the senses I.e. restraining from seeing, feeling etc. yagna for 
the good of society I.e. devoting more attention to social service vs. seeking pleasure. 

yagna of the mind - controlling the mind and not finding feeding the need to satisfy sensual 
cravings e.g. fasting when food is all around you. this yagna is also for the benefit of the 
society. 

4.27 atma samyama yoga. - control of the ego to perform yagna. I.e. removal of body mind 
identity. 

4.28 

yagna simply is anything done for the benefit of others with absolutely no selfish motive. so 
what and all can be done that benefits others. 

Revision of my definition of yagna - something done to free oneself through burning of 
desire. 

one prepares for yagna by controlling senses, mind, ego by various means. 

donating everything one has so there is no attachment to anything - dravya yagna 

tapa yagna - austerity to control selfish needs 

yoga yagna - through yoga attain detachment 



vratha - vows based control 

self study - using study as a means to control 

jnana yagna - knowledge as a means to control. 

4.29 controlling breathing is long known to control thoughts. I.e. gain freedom from desires. 

4.30-31 goal of yagna is freedom and in this state one attains Brahman state aham 
brahmasmi. 

again performance of yagna is encouraged. no free loaders in society. 

4.32 asserts the goal of yagna as freedom which results in Brahma state. 

4.33 burning of desires through knowledge is the superior way to attain freedom. 

4.34 learning from the teacher is the best way to attain knowledge. 

4.35 definition of Brahma state - moha / illusion of body mind identity is lost. sense of self is 
seen everywhere. 

4.36 knowledge alone has the capacity to correct all mistakes. 

4.38 nothing is more important than knowledge. it helps get to the self state. 

4.39 

shraddha / faith. 

tatpara /devotion 

samyat indriya / sense control 

three requirements of a student to gain knowledge that leads to liberation. 

knowledge burns desires. 

4.40 doubt does not lead to freedom. this is against scientific approach. 

 


